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Abs t ract: Translation and censorship see m to enjoy a unique, yet subliminal
bond. Many a time they play converse roles workingf or opposite ends. In fact
they may be represented as rwo sides of the same coin, namely cultural
interaction. One stands for the introduction of new things into a culture. The
other stands fo r the protective mechanisms that saf eguard the established norms
ofthat culture by the suppression of those foreign unacceptable elements, norms,
institutions, ideologies, etc ..J udged to be unacceptable in that culture.

1. T ranslation and Censorship Bond

Translation and censorship have enjoyed a unique, yet subliminal bond .
Many a time they play converse roles working for oppos ite ends. An
observer might even conjecture to represent them as the two sides of the
coin of cultural interaction. One stands for the introduction of new things
into a culture. The other stands for the protective mechanisms that
safeguard the various existing norms of that culture by the suppress ion of
those foreign unacceptable elements, norms, institutions, ideologies.
etc. . .judged to be unacceptable in that culture. This is usual ly seen as an
act of defence against an act of violence - invasion - from the outside via
translation, as Victor lIugo would like to suggest (cited in Lefeve re,
1992b). Translators continually complain of working under the threat of
the sword of censorship which is stipulated by the authority institutions
and implemented by various admin istrative bodies of the establishment.
Thei r power extends from the choice of the translated material to the
admission (or suppression) of words, images, concepts, and references in
the translated texts.

Parallel to this official external censorship imposed on the translator,
we see the working of inner individual censorship practiced by the
translator on his own. This should not be unexpected since the translator
is a member of a specific culture/community, and thus shares with the
other members of this community their set of cultural norms; values,
institutions. convictions, ideologies, etc... The translator acts in a soc ial
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context and is part of that context as Hatim and Mason (1997) wo uld like
to put it. And it is inevitab le that his work will be ideo logically
influenced, if not driven. In general, the ideological influence can be seen
in the degrees of mediation, or the extent of the translator' s intervention
in the text, censorship being only one aspect of this mediation .

This inner censorship is based on the ideological convictions of the
trans lator himself, which guide him thro ugh the whole translation activity,
from the choice of the text and the process of translation, up to the later
stages of revision and redraft ing to suppress elements or part s of the
source text in his transla tion. Seen in this light, translation is an
ideological activity. Here, the translator is not consc iously led by any
explicit authoritarian statement or guideline about what he should (o r
should not) include in the translated text. Rather, he is led by his own
judgment of the acceptable/appropriate and the
unacceptable/inappropriate.

In this the translator draws on the cultural norm s of his community and
the general attitudes his community takes of its culture and the cultures of
the others. Ethnocentric prestigious cultures which want to recreate the
world into their own image will influence the translator to assimilate the
foreign texts to his native cultural norms, suppressing all foreignisms
because they are not good enough, or too rough or filthy, and are
therefore not lit to enter his native language/culture (cf. Venuti ' s 1995
dicho tomy between domesticating and foreignizing translation).
Fitzgerald Iinds it "an amusement to take what fi berties I like with these
Persians who are not poets enough to frighten one from such exc ursions
and who really want a little art to shape them" (cited in Lefevere , I992b:
80).

In his translation of Richardson' s Pamela, Antoine Prevost states that
he has given the author's work a new face. Amongst other things. he has
suppressed English customs where they appear shocking to other nations, or
made them confonn to customs prevalent in the rest of Europe. ( ibid: 39) .
It seemed to him

that those remainders of the old and uncouth British ways, which only habit
prevents the Bri tish themse lves from noticing , would dishonour a book in
which manners should be noble and virtuous. (ibid)

Then he gives us the extent to which he has gone in his suppress ion
precisely. l le has reduced the seven original volumes - which wou ld have
been fourteen in the French translation - to only four (ibid).
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Similarly in his Candide (1759), Voltaire left some lines o f
conversation in Italian. He did not trans late them into French. The who le
story was fictionally a translation from German! French was perhaps too
noble to have these rude bits said in it. One sentence is an exclamation by
a eunuch wishing he had testicles. Another is about a woman telling about
intim ate places in her anatomy to hide diamonds (O' Cuilleanain, 1999:
33-4).

2. Factors lnflucncing Censorship

2.1. Translators may suppress materials from the source texts in order to
preserve a prestigious image that the source language/cul ture enjoys in
the target culture. This is what we witness in the translation of classica l
Greek and Roman literatures into European languages. Classical
civi lization enjoys a special status in the minds of the Europeans. This
prestige has to be preserved and thus any product from this civ ilization
that may be introduced to other languages/cultures should conform to this
perpetuated image. Thus we have translations of Greek classical works
that left out some passages that were deemed inap propriate. Including
them would supposedly tarnish that image eve n if the suppressed materia l
refers to things normal and acceptable with in the Greek culture itself
(Lefevere, I992b: 36).

Many translators have left out parts from the works of the well-known
Roman poet Catullus because of this. One particular poem stands as a
good exa mple. This is poem 32, which was avoided by many translators
beca use it does not match the image of classical Roman literature. The
poem is an invitation to a prostitute to prepare for an amorous
rendez vous, using some frank, so-called four-letter words (ibid) .

2.2. Being an inner and individual type of censorship , this act of
suppress ion varies in strictness and range from one translator to another.
Each applies his own set of value judgments on the text he translates and
decides how he deals with it acco rdi ngly. But, aren 't these individual
values der ived from the commuoity values? Why, then, should there be
any noticeable difference between this and that translator as far as their
range of censorship is concerned? It is obvious that factors of time and
context, sometimes factors of deep personal convictions and worldv iews,
and a multitude of other factors enter into the picture to create this wide
difference which we see between one translator from another.

In the translation of Aristophanes' s Lysistrat, one translator, Benjamin
Rogers, leaves one line of the poem out. It is the line that tran slates to "we
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have to make do with Kleisthenes", because it refers to a well-known
homosexual in Athens whose favours the men would have to seek if their
women continue their sexual strike (ibid: 27). This is a tota lly individual
decision. Probably he felt that what the line was about was beyond
anything that he or his reader would take. That this was a personal
decision becomes abundantly clear from the fact that other translators of
the same poem did not act identically. Another translator did not shy from
translating the aforementioned line. However, he left it without a footnote
to clarify the reference to this' man, who he was, or what those men
wanted from him, probab ly in observance of the rules of dece ncy that he
believed in (ibid.).

2.3. The taboos that cultures impose may be found in various aspects of
the life of the community. They are not restricted to one dimension of this
life: religion, sex, magic, death, etc... Individual translators do not treat
these taboos the same way or give them the same weight. While they may
be very strict in obeying some taboos they show more leniency in the case
of others. The context, the topic, or the readers of the text he is translating
may influence his decision as to which taboos he may ignore and which
he should observe, and consequently which parts of the text he should
suppress and which parts he may let free.

In a book entitled The Languag e Instinct by Stephen Pinker, and
translated into Arabic in 2000, the translator, an academic, does not
hesitate to translate this sentence exemplifying the Eng lish grammatical
construction used to indicate hypothetical results into Arabic : If my
grandmother had testicles, she would have been my grandfather. But he
suppresses passages containing some blasphemous material. A good
example is the famous response of Larry, the black boy whom Labov
interviewed about why God cannot be black in colour. Thi s passage is left
in the original English without translation. The translator states in a
footnote that the untranslated message contains blasphemous material,
which makes it unsuitable for translation. Nothing is offered to tell the
reader, or give him a hint of, what it is about. (Pinker, 2000: 38).

2.4. This inner censorship also changes with the years. Cultures change
and so do their norms, beliefs, manners, morals, and taboos. This
consequently influences the acceptable and the unacceptable. Thus, when
a text is translated more than once over an extended period of time, the
change of attitude among success ive generations of translators is clearly
noticeable. The different translations show this in the extent of the
censorship applied to the text and the kind of the censored material.
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not left out. This translation was printed for a very small society by
private subscription (O'Cuilleanain, 1999: 35).
When one looks at translated anato my texts, lo r example, one can readily
observe that the translator has momentarily abandoned his taboos and
black word-list. Words and expressio ns naming body organs and
functio ns that are unlikely to be encountered in a more general text
abound in the translation of such scienti fi c (specialized) . Even here, one
may hasten to say, a dis tinction is made between pairs of synonymous
word s along a respec tability range, and the more formal, and perhaps
'neutral' and less annoying, is used in such uncensored texts . However.
this choice is not dictated by ideological terms and taboos; rather, it is the
result of a purel y stylistic decision. It is not specifically a translation
phenomenon either. This stylistic choice is practi ced by the " Titer of a
text too.

Translations of panicular Arab or oriental texts into Engli sh by such
oricntalists as the famous Richard Burton provide another clear case of a
translator who did not exerc ise the ideological standards of his times in
his translation. The Victorian age was not known lor its moral leniency.
Nevertheless , Burton' s translations were taboo-free, in that it is obvious
that the man did not apply the moral codes of his society in his
translations of such books as the Perf umed Garden, for example. There is
no doubt that the limited readership played a role in this leniency. Such
books were always published in special editions, with restricted
distribution (Qabbani, 1988: 92). Of course, another possible reason for
this is the preservation by the translator o f the 'exotic' nature o f such texts
in agreement with the persisting image of the culture that produced them.

3. 1I0w is Suppression Car ried out?

3. 1. Tran slators have access to various methods and techniques for the
suppress ion of unacceptable/inappropriate material from the source text .
In ex treme cases the unacceptable/inapp ropriate source material is simply
omitted or le fl out in the translation. Words, expressions, phrases,
sentences, or even larger linguist ic units or language chunks referring to
images and concepts seen by the translator as offensive are left out. These
may be words of explicit reference to sexual acts or organs, bod y
functions and excretion, swear words, expressions considered defaming to
sacred or religious deities, or containing taboo matter of any type.

This is what we have noticed in some of the early translation of
Catullus's poem 32 when the word futuiones was left out completely in
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the translated text. So was the reference to Kleisthenes In

Aristophanes'Lysistrata (Lefevere, 1992a). Lefevere (ibid) finds another
interesting example of this in Carlyle's omitting from his translation of
Labeed 's mu'allaqah (one of the long Arabic pre-Islamic poems) the word

;;, ' meaning ' feces' . Probably he found it too filthy for the Victor ian

taste.
Occasionally a translator may add an apolo getic note in place of the

suppressed text stating the reason(s) which prompted him to do that. An
illustra tive example of this is the commentary that Antoine Galland added
in his French translation of the Arabic One Thousand and One Nights
about a certain passage in the source text which he felt to be too frank
for his readers' taste: cf.

Mode sty doesn't perm it me to tell all that took place between these women
and their black slaves. Suffice it to say that Shah Zaman saw enough to
make him realize that his brother's position was no better than his. (C ited in
Qabbani 1988: 54)

The total suppress ion - omission -- of the annoying source mater ial is
wide ly spread in screen subtitling, especially when the translator sees it as
unimportant or unessential. Incidentally, the suppression in screen
subtitles may not be so successful sometimes since the message on the
screen is relayed in two modes: the written mode -- i.e. the censored
subtitles- and the spoken mode -- the original dialogue . There is bound to
be someone among the audience who will recognize the discrepancy
between the two modes. There are even worse instances of suppression
fai lure on the screen. Sometimes the linguistic message is accompanied
by another message through the visionary channel, and the audience may
perceive the message via this channel even if it were suppressed in the
lirst.

3.2. Omitting material from the source text but mentioning it in a footnote
is a second technique used by translators for censorship. The footnote is
felt to be a less dangerous place to put the material in. It is no longer part
of the text. And it offers the translator a chance -- or a leeway -- to clear
his conscious from the guilt of infidel ity. The footnote may contain the
material in the source language with some explanatory or apol ogetic
remark. Alte rnatively the translator may find it quite sulli cient to only
mention in the footnote that the text contains some unacceptable materi al
-- without including this offending material -- that was replaced, like what
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In all the above instances the individual translators were not following
strict orders or guidelines as to what to suppress and what to let pass. Nor
were they told what methods should be used for this suppression: cf. (i)
ignoring/suppressing offensive source text ; (ii) softening the offensive
source text by keeping it but in a marginal place - such as a footnote or
an endnote; (iii) using evasive techniques that are deemed to make the
translated text acceptable throu gh the use of euphemisms, distant
synonyms or vague implicatio ns; etc . In all such cases , the translator
seems to act upon his own judgment, which is in tum based on his values
which commonly stem from the general norms and the values of the
culture of his community. However, the extent of the tran slator' s belief
in, and application of, these norms plays not a trivial role in the molding
of the final translated text. The final cut docs not only depend on the
presence of the scissors, but also on how sharp each tailor makes his own
SCIssors.

Notes

1. This is the technique used by IJAES editors in "censoring/editing" some
swear words in this paper.

2. [Editor's note]: Occas ionally an editor may resort to softening
'unacceptable/inappropriate' material for fear of criticism and opposi tion by
his readers.
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